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Darth Plagueis was a Dark Lord of the Sith, so powerful and so wise he could use the Force to influence the
midichlorians to create lifeâ€¦ He had such a knowledge of the dark side that he could even keep the ones he
cared about from dying. The dark side of the Force is a pathway to many abilities some consider to be
unnatural. He became so powerfulâ€¦ the only thing he was afraid of was losing his power, which eventually,
of course, he did. Unfortunately, he taught his apprentice everything he knew, then his apprentice killed him in
his sleep. He could save others from death, but not himself. No karma-related posts or posts asking for karma.
No threatening or harassing other users. Posts must be memes related to the Star Wars Prequels. Posts
inappropriate for viewing in public, like at work, must be tagged NSFW. No edgy or inflammatory posts.
These have become spammy and unoriginal, and give actual, original content less of a chance of being
noticed. These posts will be removed. No threatening or harassing other users, celebrities, YouTube channels,
pet hamsters, etc. Posts must be, at least loosely, related to star wars prequels. This includes new movies made
post-Lucas and EU content. This also includes Ewan McGregor posts, as they must be related to the prequels
instead of just the actor example: NSFW posts are simply posts you might not show your grandmother.
Obi-Wan is not brave enough for politics, nor are we. Politics is a sweeping term that includes international
politics, non-political posts about politicians, or anything else that is at all related to real life politics. We have
the moral high ground. This subreddit is not the place to joke about distasteful content that would offend a
large percentage of the user base. Other Star Wars Meme subs.
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Darth Vader, newly anointed Sith Lord, is ascendant. The Emperor's chosen apprentice has swiftly proven his loyalty to
the dark side. Still, the history of the Sith Order is one of duplicity, betrayal, and acolytes violently usurping their Masters
- and the truest measure of Vader's allegiance has yet to be taken. Until now.

Unlike other Sith who desire power above all else, Plagueis desired knowledge: However Plageuis would
never accomplish his goal of cheating death, instead he was betrayed by his apprentice Darth Sidious who
proved to be his greatest contribution to the Galaxy. It was an old practice and he discovered this from various
studies on the Dark Side of the Force. In previous Sith Empires in-fighting plagued the Dark council as
varying Sith Lords jockeyed for power. Bane saw this as a weakness that needed to be eliminated if the Sith
were ever to become powerful again. Thus he created a rule which stated that at any time there may only be a
Master and their apprentice. One to embody power, the other to crave it. He was solely responsible for
changing the structure of the Sith order with a rule that later a thousand years until the rule of Darth Sidious.
Darth Vader Every Star Wars fan is aware of Darth Vader, he is the dark face of the Star Wars movies and one
of the greatest sci-fi characters ever created. Darth Vader had the highest midi-chlorian count ever. Were he
ever to become more powerful than the Emperor he would be a threat thus he was kept from being as powerful
as he was destined to be. Freedon Nadd Freedon Nadd was a Jedi of the Old Republic, before a desire for
power led him to slay his master and leave the Jedi order, which then saw him flee from Republic space to the
old Sith empire. Here he gained a wealth of knowledge of the dark side of the force, which led him to Yavin 4
where he awakened the spirit of the deceased dark lord Naga Sadow who took Nadd as his apprentice. He then
travelled to the world of Onderon where he used his new found powers to bring the world under his control,
and he ruled over Onderon as King until his death. But even this was not the end as his spirit lived on and the
dark side of the force lingered on Onderon for centuries to come. His ultimate goal in death was that he would
be able to be physically resurrected by one of his followers, however his spirit was destroyed nearly years after
his physical death at the hands of Exar Kun. He was remarkable duellist and was among the most powerful
force users of his time. This led the empire to regain the strength it lost in centuries past and would provide a
platform for the Empire to grow and prosper long after his death. During his rule Ragnos took a young boy by
the name of Tenebrae as his apprentice this would prove to be his greatest legacy in years to come. Just like
Nadd even after his death Ragnos lived on, during the period after his death Ragnos appeared to those trying
to claim his throne proclaiming only those were the most powerful could control his empire. His spirit lingered
on even into the age of the New Republic until he was finally defeated by the Jedi and sealed away in his
tomb. Revan was once a naive young Jedi at the time of the Mandolorian wars. He argued that instead of
sitting on the sidelines the Jedi should intervene. Although the Jedi Council stood fast in there decision Revan
defied them and rallied other Jedi to him. After leading his forces to victory he persuaded the Mandolorians
into unknown space, where he and his apprentice Malak found Dromund-Kaas and came face to face with the
Sith Emperor and the long hidden Sith Empire. Commanding the loyalty of those who had followed him into
the Mandolorian war and an armada constructed by the Star-forge, he led a crusade against the Republic
forging his own Empire separate from the one he found on Dromound-Kaas. His victory seemed almost
certain until he was lured into a trap set by the Jedi. Just before he engaged the Jedi in combat his apprentice
Darth Malak betrayed him and seized control of his empire. Revan however was not killed, he was captured
by the Jedi who were able to erase the memories of his dark past and bring him back to the light side of the
force. Although he would later regain his memories he refused to fall back to the dark side. Later he would go
on to destroy the empire he had founded, destroying both the Star-forge and his apprentice Malak in the
process. After this he left to the unknown regions to pursue the true Sith Empire. Nihilus should have been
killed, but the shadow changed him entirely: He was found by Darth Traya who offered him the chance to sate
his hunger, accepted her offer and together along with Darth Sion they formed the Sith Triumvirate.
Eventually Nihilus and Sion decided to betray their master. Sion restrained Traya while Nihilus sapped her of
her force energy. To feed his never ending hunger Nihilus went on a Jedi purge nearly destroying the order
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entirely. On the verge of extinction the Jedi had to deal with the threat Nihilus posed. Darth Vitiate Darth
Vitiate led the Sith at the height of their power and was one of the most powerful force sensitive beings in the
universe, his power allowed him to destroy an entire planet in exchange for immortal life. His master as a
child was Marka Ragnos who took him as his apprentice after the boy killed his Father. Ragnos sensed great
potential in him and gave Vitiate control of the planet Nathema which he eventually destroyed in exchange for
never ending life. After Ragnos died instead of challenging for his throne Vitiate disappeared and began plans
to build his own empire. On the lost world of Drommund-Kaas Vitiate established his new empire. Over the
thousands of years he orchestrated the Mandolorian wars which led to him turning Revan and Malak to the
dark side and then sent them to terrorize the galaxy once more. Almost three centuries later the Emperor and
the Empire revealed themselves and waged a war which drove the Republic to the brink of collapse. During
this time the Emperor left ruling of the Empire to his Dark Council while he conducted rituals in seclusion. It
was at this time that the Hero of Tython came to the Emperors attention, he began having visions of the Hero
and prepared for his arrival. When the Emperor was finally confronted he used his mastery of the force to turn
the The hero of Tython and his strike team to the Dark side. After months of imprisonment the Hero broke free
of Vitiates control and finally defeated the Emperor which sealed the doom of the Empire as it slowly
destroyed itself. Darth Sidious During his younger years Palpatine led a double life serving as the apprentice
of Darth Plagueis while at the same time serving as the ambassador for the planet Naboo at the Republic
Senate. While his master was busy trying to find the key to eternal life, Palpatine was busy manipulating
galactic politics to ensure he would rise to become Supreme Chancellor. This culminated in the Naboo crisis
which lead to Palpatine winning the nomination to become Supreme Chancellor. Palpatine orchestrated the
devastating Clone wars. As more people perished in the conflict, the people rallied to the Chancellor granting
him more powers and allowing him to become more powerful than the Senate itself. As the war neared its end,
Palpatine began the final phase of his plan. He executed Order 66 which instructed the Republic Clone armies
to exterminate all Jedi across the galaxy. He also managed to sway the powerful young Jedi Anakin Skywalker
into becoming his apprentice by manipulating his feelings over his wife. With the Jedi all but exterminated
and his powerful apprentice Darth Vader at his side Palpatine formed the Galactic Empire and placed himself
as its all powerful ruler. Although the power of his Empire was unlike anything that had ever been seen it was
defeated by the fledgling Rebel Alliance. As for Palpatine, he was finally defeated by his apprentice who
fulfilled the prophecy of the one who would bring balance to the force. Exar Kun During his time as a Jedi,
Exar Kun displayed a curiosity into teachings forbidden by the Jedi Order, his curiosity was so great he
eventually chose to leave the order after his training was completed. He left in pursuit of knowledge of the
ancient Sith, this led him to the planet of Onderon where he awoke the spirit of the Sith Lord Freedon Nadd.
The first thing Kun did was travel the galaxy eliminating Sith cults and anyone who could oppose him. This
led him to find Ulic-Qel Droma, a warlord of one of the cults he planned to destroy. Both Ulic and Exar were
visited by the spirit of Marka Ragnos who brought them both to the dark side. This led to him to finding an
ancient Sith holocron which he used to corrupt Jedi and turn them to the dark side. At the height of his power
Kun arrived on Coruscant where he killed the Supreme Chancellor and duelled with the Grand Master of the
Jedi Order and even managed to free his apprentice Ulic-Qel Droma from imprisonment. Kun was eventually
defeated on Yavin 4 after being betrayed by Ulic. Kun tried to separate his spirit from his body but the Jedi
ensured that he was trapped within his temple on Yavin forever.
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"It appears things are as you suspected, Lord Vader. We are indeed hunted." Anakin Skywalker, Jedi Knight, is just a
memory. Darth Vader, newly anointed Sith Lord, is ascendant. The Emperor's chosen apprentice has swiftly proven his
loyalty to the dark side.

While Ryloth is a nominally independent protectorate, the planet is occupied by Imperial forces, who view
Ryloth as a vital source of spice and slaves. Meanwhile, Cham and his Lieutenant Isval are on a starship
bridge when they receive word that their comrade, Pok , has stolen an Imperial freighter as part of the mission
to hijack an Imperial weapons shipment. Vader then ejected himself from his starfighter , and boarded the ship
by ramming his starfighter into the last remaining gun turret. Once aboard, Vader orders the squadron leader to
escort the disabled freighter. Cham discusses this news with Isval via comlink. The two then decide to contact
their Imperial spy Colonel Belkor Dray , to ascertain the reliability of this information. Belkor resents Moff
Mors for her decadent lifestyle, indolence and her dealings with criminal elements like Nashi the Hutt. During
the visit, Belkor and Mors discuss the recent failed attempt made by the Ryloth rebels, who to steal an
Imperial weapons shipment. However, Cham outplays the Imperial officer by threatening to disclose
recordings of their previous meetings; thus exposing him as a traitor to the Empire. Based on the information
they could glean from their meeting with Belkor, Cham and Isval decide to proceed with their plan to
assassinate the Emperor and Vader. Later, Isval travels to the Octagon , a district in the heart of the Ryloth city
of Lessu. After assaulting the Imperial officer, she spirits Ryiin away into a new home where she will be safe
from the sex trade. For the next nine days, Cham and his rebels including Gobi Glie , Xira , and Kallon
prepare their trap for the Perilous. Their trap included space mines , and a swarm of former Separatist Vulture
droids. Springing the trap Edit Ten days later, the Perilous arrives in the Ryloth system with Vader and the
Emperor at the helm. Gobi and Cham quickly activate their mines which damage parts of the Star Destroyer.
However, the shields are still up. Vader orders the Perilous to deploy its V-wing starfighter contingent. Gobi
then deploys several hundred Vulture droids against the Perilous. A dogfight ensues with Vader flying his
interceptor alongside the Imperial pilots. Despite the efforts of the Imperial defenders, the Perilous begins to
take damage from the mines and Vulture droids. In addition, the Free Ryloth movement has put teams of
operatives aboard three repair shuttles, which will board the Perilous in order to hunt down and kill Vader and
the Emperor. Meanwhile, Vader uses the Force to rip open the bellies of vulture droids and blow them up and
their buzz droids cargo. When contacted by Mors, Belkor feigns shock and dispatches repair ships to aid the
Perilous. In secret, Belkor contacts Cham and expresses anger and shock that Cham is planning to kill the
Emperor and Vader. Cham blackmails Belkor into helping him by threatening to expose his dealings with the
Free Ryloth movement. With the Perilous stricken by the Vulture droid attack, Cham proceeds with phase two
of the assault. Isval and the other operatives board the Star Destroyer disguised as rescue personnel from the
ship Repair Eighty-Three. They make their way to the engine room and plant explosives and kill Imperial
personnel. Vader intends to interrogate them once they reach Ryloth. Using the Force, Vader hunts down and
kills several of the Free Ryloth infiltrators with his lightsaber. Vader then heads to the hyperdrive chamber
where Isval and her team including Eshgo and Faylin drill charges into the hyperdrive slab. Vader discovers
the charges in the hyperdrive chamber and orders Captain Luigi to order an immediate evacuation of the
Perilous. Despite being pursued by Vader, Isval and her team managed to escape on a stolen Imperial escort
boat. Vader, the Emperor, and several Royal Guards manage to escape minutes before the Perilous blows up.
Belkor also aids Cham by ordering Imperial forces to delay rescue efforts and to do a full scan of the area first.
Several of the crew and guards are killed during the landing but Vader, the Emperor and two Royal Guards,
the captain and Sergeant Erstin Deez , make it out alive. Vader and the Emperor see their situation as a test of
their Sith powers. While supervising rescue efforts, Belkor secretly resolves to kill the Emperor, Vader, and
Moff Mors. Meanwhile, Isval and several of her fellow operatives survive the crash-landing but Eshgo, Drim ,
and Crost are killed. Meanwhile, Cham and the surviving Free Ryloth ships fly to the night side of Ryloth to
plan the next stages of their operation. Cham contacts Isval and they decide to destroy the Imperial
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communications station on the equator to impose a communications blackout. Putting his plans into action,
Cham contacts Belkor and tells him to allow an Imperial escort ship carrying Free Ryloth rebels to land at the
Equatorial Communications Hub. In return, Belkor gets Cham to transmit the trajectory of Moff Mors ship
since he wants to ensure that his political rival is actually dead. Their actions create a communication blackout
which disrupts a Imperial efforts to rescue the Emperor, Vader, and Moff Mors. Vader and the Emperor use
their dark side powers and Force lightning respectively to attack the freighters, causing them to crash into the
forest. Meanwhile, Moff Mors survives her crash-landing only to discover that her pilot Breehld did not
survive the crash. Mors comes to suspect that Belkor had a hand in the attack on the Perilous and that the
Colonel diverted her to rescue operations in order to prevent her from taking command and to kill her. At the
base, Mors and Borkas go over the recent events and deduce that they have a traitor within their ranks: Isval
and her team are attacked by the creatures and narrowly manage to escape back to their ship; losing four
members. Elsewhere in the equatorial forest, Vader, the Emperor, and their two Royal Guards settle down in a
forest clearing for the night. While meditating with his master, Vader is still haunted by his past as Anakin
Skywalker but resolves to put these memories behind him. Shortly later, the Imperial party comes under attack
from a pack of lyleks , vicious apex predators native to Ryloth. Belkor is traveling in a small
search-and-rescue recon craft with his pilot Ophim. Approaching the damaged Equatorial Communications
Hub, Belkor learns from the acting base commander Captain Narrin that Moff Mors, Borkas, and a squad of
stormtroopers have embarked on a rescue mission to find the Emperor and Vader. Meanwhile, Vader, the
Emperor and the two Royal Guards fight off an entire horde of lyleks. They find the bodies of several fallen
Imperial personnel but see no sign of the Emperor and Vader. Cham and Isval vow to continue the hunt for the
two Imperial leaders. In an attempt to prevent Ophim from discovering his dealings with Cham, Belkor shoots
Ophim in the back of the head. Cham orders Belkor to use his V-wings to hunt down and kill Mors. They also
agree to trick the V-wing pilots into bombing Vader and the Emperor once they have closed in on them. They
follow these footprints into the lylek cave where they discover that Vader and the Emperor have slaughtered
the entire lylek horde. Sergeant Deez survives the battle but the Royal Guard captain is killed. Based on their
encounter with the lyleks, the Emperor and Vader deduce that the Free Ryloth rebels plan to cut off the head
of the Empire: As daybreak approaches, Cham orders his lieutenants including Faylon and Kallon to avoid
direct contact with the Sith Lords. The Emperor attempts to kill her with his lightsaber but Vader prevents it.
Vader convinces the Emperor that Drua can lead them to her village so that they can call for Imperial
reinforcements. Cham and Isval revise their earlier assessment that killing Vader and the Emperor would lead
to the demise of the Empire. Instead, Isval hopes that by killing the two Imperial leaders they can start a
rebellion against the Empire. Apart from blasters, the village lacks any other technologies including computers
and vehicles. When Narmm asks the strangers for their identity, the Emperor introduces his party as "Krataa",
"Irluuk", and the Sergeant respectively. Only Vader and the Emperor know that these pseudonyms were the
ancient Sith words for "death " and "fate. Cham decides that they only have once chance to stop the Sith Lords
and that they must get it right. Goll observes that the villagers are gathered in the village center for what
appears to be a celebration. While flying the recon craft, Belkor is tormented by his actions and talks to the
corpse of Ophim. Unable to contact Cham, he transmits his coordinates to the V-wing fighters and decides to
find the rebel leader himself in order to extricate himself from his predicament. Meensa is about to shoot them
down but Mors manages to convince the pilot that Belkor was the true traitor and had withheld information
about Vader and the Emperor from them. Mor intends to land stormtroopers on the ground and tells Meensa to
inform the five other V-wing pilots that Belkor is the true traitor. Fearing that an impending Imperial
crackdown is coming, Cham orders another lieutenant Kallon to initiate an organized retreat of the remaining
Free Ryloth forces into the mountains. In order to survive the crackdown, he issues orders for the Free Ryloth
rebels to break up into their constituent cells. A dark showdown Edit After Vader finishes repairing the
communicator in the midst of the awed villagers, the Emperor orders Deez to contact Moff Mors; who he
knows is not a traitor. Belkor hopes to hide his dealings with Cham but is unaware that Mors has reasserted
her command over his pilots. As a compromise, Cham agrees to order his men to fire warning shots in order to
warn the villages to flee into the mine shaft. Drua tries to lead the Emperor and Vader into the tunnel but the
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Sith Lords refuse. In the end, only the two Sith Lords and the Royal Guard are left standing alone in the
village center. Believing their plan has worked, Isval tells Cham to give Belkor the orders to launch the
V-wing airstrike. Meanwhile, Moff Mors confronts Belkor over his traitorous actions. Mors then orders the
V-wing pilots to shoot anything fleeing into the forest but to avoid the quarry. Meanwhile, Cham and his
snipers exchange fire with the Sith Lords and their stormtrooper reinforcements. Mors watches the battle from
aboard her shuttle and sees Vader climbing up the quarry to pursue Cham and his snipers. In an act of
sacrifice, Isval stays behind to hold back Vader while Cham and Goll escape into the forests. The two
narrowly avoid being blasted by V-wing fighters. Unable to capture Cham, Vader instead Force chokes Isval
into unconsciousness. Despite their defeat, Cham resolves to continue the struggle against the Empire and to
live for his daughter Hera Syndulla. Back at the village, Isval awakes to find herself a captive of the Emperor
and Vader. The Imperial forces summarily execute the remaining Free Ryloth soldiers. Isval briefly confronts
the Emperor and taunts him about the loss of the Perilous and the hundreds of Imperial casualties. The
Emperor responds that she and her rebel comrades have failed in their goal to spark a rebellion. After a brief
exchange, Vader decapitates Isval with his lightsaber.
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As the Clone Wars near an end, the Sith Lord Darth Sidious steps out of the shadows, at which time Anakin succumbs
to his emotions, becoming Darth Vader and putting his relationships with Obi-Wan and Padme at risk.
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Shares Share Tweet Share Share Email Comments Last year's Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic wasn't just the
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Featuring a kickass Vader and an evil Emperor, Lords of the Sith is full of action, death and Lord Vader kicking some
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